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welcome
In the capital’s 21st Century success story the momentum continues,
forever re- establishing a new balance between East London and the rest
of the capital. The legacy of London 2012 Olympic events is taking place
on an East London landscape of state-of-the-art infrastructure,  venues
and facilities – and in a context of palpable confidence for East London’s
future in a global city. Nowhere symbolises this investment in the future
more than Aberfeldy Village, a far- reaching large- scale transformation
of a substantial and historic site in Poplar, E14. 

An expertly crafted Masterplan sets out not just the delivery of over a
thousand homes as well as new shopping, healthcare and community
facilities, public and green spaces, but a new living quarter defined by
architectural, landscape, and urban design of the highest calibre, where
these elements work together to create something exceptional. With an
impressive team at the helm bringing a wealth of experience and expertise
in the field of renewal and regeneration in  the urban milieu, it could not
happen at a better time. The dynamism of the epicentres of the City,
Canary Wharf, and Stratford City continues to ripple out to Poplar itself
experiencing transformational levels of investment across the Poplar
Riverside area.

Aberfeldy Village will realise a vision of a community superbly designed,
positioned for success, and ideally placed for the City, Canary Wharf and
the rest of the capital.

ISSUE 2
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04 The Art of Vision
One of the most exciting and ambitious projects for the Capital is taking
place in Poplar, an area that has long attracted visionaries.

08 The Return of Avenues & Squares 
Full of character areas each with their own sense of identity and
place… this is Aberfeldy Village.

14 History in the Making
The original Aberfeldy Village was a key part of East London’s rich
heritage and its namesake aims to achieve new landmark status.

20 Lasting legacy
The future for the iconic, world-class Olympic venues, now a familiar
and permanent part of the local community.
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The shopping city that’s been designed large and with big ambitions…
The place to shop, dine and relax and it’s on your doorstep.
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Canary Wharf doesn’t just mean business; the sleek and very stylish
Cabot Square Mall is perfect for indulging in some real retail therapy.
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All information correct at time of going to press.

INSIDE
A few of the features and articles you’ll find within this
issue of AV magazine.
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Imaginative, ambitious, and
about to be realised – the
vision for Aberfeldy Village.

Poplar has long attracted
visionaries, from social
reformer George Lansbury in
the 20th Century who saw his
vision realised in the Lansbury
estate to architect Erno
Goldfinger, an influential
figure in the British modern
movement. Now Poplar is
associated with one of the
largest and most exciting and
visionary projects in the 21st
Century not just for East
London but for the capital.

A very modern place…
The masterplan of Aberfeldy New Village
sets out to create a place where all residents,
young and old, can enjoy modern living to the
full.  Right from the start Aberfeldy Village
means entering a new and vibrant
community, with a series of ‘gateways’ into the
Village. The main Aberfeldy Gateway is a key
arrival point, close to the new pedestrian
crossing on the East India Dock Road. The
widening of Aberfeldy Street at this gateway
creates a sense of arrival, welcoming
residents and visitors to Aberfeldy Village.

From the gateway, the main street runs
south to north along a tree-lined boulevard
with housing lining the edge towards
attractive open space, past appealing street
frontages where cantilevered balconies add
variety, interest and informality to the facades.

Alternative shades of brick colour,
bonding and texture add further visual appeal.
The balconies overlooking the street give a
modern feel, while in other parts of the
Village you will find homes with stunning
light- filled ‘Winter Gardens’.

…where community is a tradition.
East London has long been known for its
strong sense of community. Poplar HARCA
engaged with more than 2,500 residents
from the Poplar and Bow area, and found that
even in these modern times this still
continues today - together with a feeling of
the strong heritage of the community. 

The community is seen by many as
friendly, welcoming and safe. The many
services and facilities in the area help
support that sense of community -    whether
at places where people gather to meet, at
youth clubs and leisure centres. The  new
Aberfeldy Village sets out to embrace what
local people already love about the area and
what makes the community work well. 

From new facilities providing purpose-
built up-to-date spaces to meet, to the
balconies overlooking the green area
providing ‘passive observation’ from the 
built edge on the western edge of the open
space - and in other parts of Aberfeldy
Village - this is a community for every age
and life-stage; a great place to grow and to
be in the 21st Century.

Computer generated image.
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The Docklands Light Railway (DLR) brought a whole new
swathe of East London fast links to existing areas such as
Stratford and Poplar. East India DLR is within walking

distance, and Poplar DLR just two stops away. From here journey
times to Canary Wharf are as little as two minutes and Stratford
and Tower Gateway are 10 minutes, while Bank is 12 minutes
away. London City Airport is only 9 minutes from East India,
while Canning Town DLR, also within walking distance, is a
bustling interchange for the Jubilee Line. 

And soon Crossrail is set to revolutionise travel within London.
Europe’s largest infrastructure project, Crossrail will cover
100km of track, stretching from Reading and Heathrow in the
west to Shenfield and Abbey Wood in the east. It is expected
that when it opens in 2018, it will transport 10% more
passengers while ‘dramatically reducing journey times across
the city’. Supporting regeneration across London, Crossrail is
estimated to add £42bn to the UK economy and ‘leave a lasting
legacy of economic sustainability’. 

Canary Wharf

Westfield Stratford City

London City Airport

Thames Barrier Park

O2 Arena London Cable Car

Historic Greenwich

Travel times are approximate and correct at time of going to print.



the return of
avenues and  
ABERFELDY VILLAGE WILL OFFER
RESIDENTS A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT
CHARACTER AREAS, EACH WITH THEIR
OWN IDENTITY AND ‘SENSE OF PLACE’ 
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 squares

The new Aberfeldy Village - on a triangular site bounded by A12,
A13 East India Dock Road, and Abbott Road  - will see the
creation of in excess of 1,000 new homes, an energy centre, new

modern retail, community and health amenities, with public spaces and
green oases woven into the built fabric. The £250m redevelopment
project will be delivered in six phases over a 10 year period.

The masterplan sets out the bigger picture and perspective for
Aberfeldy Village in terms of overall layout, the balancing of different
scale of buildings, and land use which will see different character
areas, each with their own identity and ‘sense of place’ but seamlessly
linked within a coherent community and urban landscape. The design
strategy encompasses the whole external environment so that
architecture, materials and palette, as well as the all-important spaces
in-between are carefully integrated, each contributing to the build and
public realm quality of Aberfeldy Village.

Computer generated image.
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ARCHITECTS – AND REGENERATION AND

URBAN RENEWAL SPECIALISTS - LEVITT

BERNSTEIN SEE A PIVOTAL ROLE FOR THE

ARCHITECT IN ENSURING THE VITALITY AND

DIVERSITY OF OUR CITIES. WE SPOKE TO

JO MCCAFFERTY, DIRECTOR, ABOUT THEIR

VISION FOR ABERFELDY VILLAGE – FROM THE

CHALLENGE TO THE REAL REWARDS OF

SEEING THE NEW COMMUNITY REALISED.Jo McCafferty, Levitt Bernstein

Regeneration
Vision
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Levitt Bernstein’s architecture is said to
be design-led and people-orientated
– tell us more.

When we are looking at the context in
which we are working we place great
importance on the personal experience
of a community, combined with the sense
of place and history of the site. So in the
case of Aberfeldy Village, for example,
the buildings that have been designed
are a response to how people have used
the site in different ways in the past, and
taking those different strands we draw
them through to create something that
builds on them. Much of the new- build at
Aberfeldy Village is designed with a
‘modern warehouse’ aesthetic - an
architectural approach that draws on its
history. This approach has created
features such as open- plan interiors with
generous glazing and ceiling heights that
give a sense of space – all features that
feel good for people to live in.

The practice has a view that architects
should design buildings which lift the
spirits. In what ways will that show
itself at Aberfeldy Village?

It’s a matter of looking at how spaces
work and how people use them. We put
people first in the process in how we
approach everything from room
arrangement to storage. Working to
Prime Place’s progressive brand
standards and attention to detail means
that in addition to the generous floor-to-
ceiling heights and the amount of
glazing, we also carefully consider
aspects such as the position of the
glazing – so when you enter a room you
have that positive feeling you get when
you can see out to open skies and views
beyond the immediate space. There are
other less obvious ways that design can
lift the spirits and that comes from an
overall attention to detail. So even in small
areas of communal spaces we analyse
how you would enter and move through
that space. Whether you are aware of it
or not the building is already having an
effect on you, so we place great
importance on the quality and
specification of that space,  from making
it light and airy through to the details –
for example the quality of the signage
and the ironmongery. It really does make
a huge difference.

How different is it working where there
is a mix of existing buildings and new
ones as in the case of Aberfeldy Village?

As a practice our philosophy is to take a
holistic approach in terms of the different
aspects of architectural design and
landscape, looking at the site or place as
a whole and really understanding the
questions raised. So in the case of
Aberfeldy it is a matter of taking into

account what is already there and
creating a design that seamlessly
integrates that with the newer elements
to produce a high quality product. There
is for example plenty of brickwork in
evidence with the new buildings. Brick
has a solid and reassuring feel, and is a
material ‘familiar’ in the buildings of the
capital. It is material that mellows and
beds itself in, as well as being associated
with a sense of permanence. At the same
time the new buildings look modern and
fresh in terms of their style and how they
link to each other and the existing ones. 

Of course when old and new sit together
the spaces between buildings are
extremely important. We take an
approach of joined-up thinking in terms
of the whole design – the new buildings,
their relation to older ones, and how they
all fit together in terms of each other and
broader ‘streetscape.’

What would you like to see realised at
Aberfeldy Village?

At Levitt Bernstein we believe that it is the
duty of architects to improve buildings
and places for current and future
generations. It is these values we bring
to Aberfeldy Village. Most of all
Aberfeldy Village is about trying to knit
back together Aberfeldy to its broader
context. It had become an isolated
‘island’ for so long, due to the A13,
something the pedestrian crossings
across the A13 have gone a long way to
improve. It’s a matter of unlocking its
potential. Phase 2 is an exciting and
pivotal one – it will be a benchmark for
quality in the regeneration of Aberfeldy
Village. Seeing it take shape and then
completed will be a legacy the residents
- and the team who have worked so hard
on it – can be proud of.

‘Aberfeldy had become
an isolated ‘island’ for
so long - now it’s time
to release the potential
that has been quietly
held there for so long’

Jo McCafferty

,,

,,

Computer generated image.



EDUCATIONAL CHARITY, AND REGENERATION AND COMMUNITY
RENEWAL CHAMPIONS, BOW ARTS ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT THE
ROLE THAT LOCAL ARTISTS CAN PLAY IN HELPING COMMUNITIES
REACH THEIR FULL POTENTIAL. 
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We spoke to Marcel Baettig, CEO and founder of Bow
Arts, about the contribution they have already made to
Aberfeldy Village and their vision for taking the
partnership to the next level...

‘London is a world class capital for culture and East
London is proud to host London’s Artist Quarter. In this
area you will find the largest number of artists working
in Europe today and it is home to many of the art
world’s celebrity A-list.

Bow Arts provides a wide range of support services for
artists, allowing them to create their work in an
affordable and sustainable environment by providing
affordable artist studios.

Bow Arts plays a vital role in finding and supporting the
next generation of world class artists!

In September 2013, Bow Arts invited proposals by
artists to create works of art from seemingly functional
building materials which are used in the construction
of the large Aberfeldy development.  These materials
are fabricated with up to the minute design and
sustainable production in mind. The artists then set
about designing and producing these remarkable
structures which were made and installed especially
by the artists during the building of the Sales &
Marketing Gallery.’

Marcel Baettig Chief Executive, Bow Arts
www.bowarts.org
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historyin the making
Aberfeldy Village is set in a quarter of

East London where everything from
the rise – and decline – of world trade

to world war and the emergence of a world-
leading finance centre have made their mark
on its fortunes, character, and skyline.

Back in the 17th Century, Poplar was still
a modestly sized hamlet, with larger villages
Limehouse and Blackwall close by, but even
further back in time, the year 1396 records the
tiny  settlement of ‘Popelar’ being granted to
Cistercian monks. By the time of Henry VIII the
area was already making its name for its
shipbuilding and repairing industry –  baptism
records from the early 1600’s show over half
of Poplar families in sea and related trades.
The 17th Century saw more new arrivals to
the area with Huguenot refugees skilled in silk
manufacture and weaving – a clothing trade
tradition of the East End still in evidence today.

Poplar’s residents – around 1,000 of
them – lived along what is now Poplar High
Street, but with the arrival of the spice traders
of the East India Company who set up a
shipyard at Blackwall and headquarters in

Poplar, as well as the construction of the East
India Dock and Dock Road, Poplar’s
population had soared to 7,708 by 1811 and
43,000 in 1861. New buildings – town hall,
churches, homes and shops – appeared, and
the high street was no longer the quaint
stretch of gabled houses with little gardens
and trees and the odd inn and beer houses
but a bustling thoroughfare. Here the Victorian
residents were not so buttoned up  in the
boisterous atmosphere of Poplar’s Music Hall
and the Palace of Varieties.

Many of Poplar’s streets had been built

on the estate bought by the McIntosh family in
1823, and in a nostalgic nod to the old country
many were given Scottish names –  Dee and
Culloden, Blair, Lochnagar, Oban and Spey –
and Aberfeldy. The area was originally
developed with many of the streets home to
terraced houses, first by David Mclntosh, then
by a John Abbott whose name is also
recorded in a road now bounding Aberfeldy
Village. A tavern on the nearby East India
Dock Road also took the name Aberfeldy.

With the docks in decline and bombing
during the Blitz, much of the area around
Aberfeldy Street was decimated. Aberfeldy
Street itself was rebuilt from 1948 as a local
shopping street. The mid- century however
saw Poplar part of the 1951 Festival of Britain’s
‘Live Architectural Exhibition’ of housing and
town planning. It was not the only example of
ideas for a brave new world – the 1960s saw
the 27- storey Balfron Tower – and the
beginnings of the Aberfeldy Estate. A design
very much of its time, now Aberfeldy Village
will be a truly momentous landmark on the
timeline of Poplar.

THE EAST LONDON
LANDSCAPE IS A RICHLY

LAYERED ONE THAT
HISTORY HAS SHAPED

AND ABERFELDY
VILLAGE IS PART OF

THAT ONGOING STORY
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The iconic heart
of East London
East London communities have always been
synonymous with the barrows, bustle and traders’
banter of their markets – and the names of its
famous markets themselves. In 1950 Robert
Sinclair in his book, ‘East London’, was still
describing Poplar’s Chrisp Street Market as ‘a
street market that is local and genuine… blocked
with barrows and carts… the lively shopping
centre for South Poplar and the Isle of Dogs.’

The market tradition lives on today in East
London, and in Poplar, with Chrisp Street Market.
Developer and commercial regeneration
companies are partnering with social landlords
Poplar HARCA in a £100 million programme that
will see a regeneration of the market and
surrounding area, updating and adding new
facilities whilst still retaining the spirit, community
focus, and essential East London character, all
focused around the Market Square.

Meet the Aberfeldy residents 
a century ago

A 1921 London Street Directory shows the rich tapestry of
Aberfeldy Street residents almost a century ago.

Wm Henry Radcliffe Coffee Rooms
Robert Smith Grocer
Charles George Langrish Butcher
Mrs Mary Louisa Booth Tobacconist
Harold Hole Teacher of Music
Warren Walter James Warren Boot Maker
Lovejoy Beer Retailer
William Henry Spicer Hairdresser
Isaac Silver Insurance Agent
James Cuttriss Builder
John Anderson Greengrocer
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more than just a

brick
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From the moment you enter the entrance
in Abbott Road you’ll notice you’re
somewhere out of the ordinary.

The linear space and graphics on both the
large wall areas and the floor lend themselves
to recreating the ambience of an art gallery.
Two ‘exhibits’ in particular were created as the
result of a competition run in conjunction with
Bow Arts -the aim of which was to show two
elements of the design that are often taken for
granted, bricks and pipework, in an
interesting and thought-provoking manner.

The floating brick illusion shown here is titled
‘This Is Not A Chance’ and was created by
artist Michal Pustejovsky. When complete
Aberfeldy Village will feature an estimated
3,152,000 bricks. This small selection is
designed to show bricks no longer under the
force of gravity; no longer the building
material we know but an illusion of levitating
objects creating a brand new structure.

The other winning installation is ‘The
Enchanted Forest’ by Jake Oliver-Fishman and
Emma Cooper of Little Big Design. Aberfeldy
Village will eventually feature an estimated

301,250 metres of plastic and copper
pipework and fittings. This exhibit features 
a very small selection as is designed 
to encourage visitors to reconsider the 
artistic possibilities of what are purely
functional objects.

The Sales and Marketing Gallery is open from
10am - 6pm Monday to Saturday and 10am –
4pm on Sundays. Telephone 0207 515 1491
Abbott Road, Poplar, London E14 0JA

THE CONCEPT OF GIVING THE SALES AND MARKETING SUITE

A GALLERY FEEL WAS A NATURAL CONSEQUENCE OF THE

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN BOW ARTS AND ABERFELDY VILLAGE. 



STRATFO
With Stratford and its

surrounding areas
benefitting from

billions of pounds
worth of investment,
it’s no surprise that

heading east is all the
rage as more and

more buyers snap up
property in the east of

the city.
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When Crossrail takes to the tracks in
2018, rail capacity in the capital is set
to increase by around 10%, with

approximately 200 million passengers
expected to travel on Crossrail each year.
Faster journey times, new routes and more
trains will connect nearby Stratford to the rest 
of the City, as well as parts of Essex, like 
never before.  

And that’s not all. A Property Impact Study
conducted by GVA on behalf of Crossrail in
2012 has revealed that property prices in

London near the new and existing stations that
are being refurbished could increase by up to
25%, reinforcing the capital’s status as a key
place to invest in. “Crossrail is more than a new
rail link, it will be the catalyst for regeneration in
key locations and a driver of London’s
economic growth, in particular from a property
perspective,” says the study. 

According to the Centre for Economics and
Business Research, which published the
London Housing Fundamentals Index in 2013,
“the ‘migration east’ continues to be a key

social trend in London with areas including
Stratford, Bow, Stepney Green, and East Village
(the new E20 postcode in the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park) becoming more sought after”.
High-quality local facilities and quality of life are
also attracting buyers to Stratford, according 
to the CEBR, which says: “The research
conducted clearly shows that areas within the
east of London offer a high standard of living.
The Olympics gave the east a big boost, but it
is the overall cost to liveability ratio of places like
Stratford and E20 which is likely to entice more
and more Londoners to head east.”

ORD CITY
The new metropolis
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A transport hub with first class rail, Tube and bus links, Stratford has long had the
potential to be a destination of choice within the capital. Over the last few years, the town
has not just realised, but exceeded that potential thanks to multi-billion pound investment
that has transformed it into the vibrant commercial and cultural centre that it is today.

20 AV magazine

An area now synonymous with the 2012 Olympic and
Paralympic Games, Stratford has stepped up to proudly
take its place in London’s history books as it continues
to make its mark as one of the capital’s most dynamic
cultural and economic destinations.
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Billions of pounds were invested in bringing
the 2012 Olympics and Paralympics to
Stratford, ensuring that the area is now
synonymous with the Games, putting it firmly
on the map and making the once deprived
area somewhere to really be proud of. 

And that legacy is one that is set to continue into
the coming decades, with the London Legacy
Development Corporation driving the planning,
development, management and maintenance of
the Olympic Park, and the Legacy Communities
Scheme in charge of its neighbourhoods,
venues and infrastructure with the aim of
creating a high quality urban environment that
can evolve with the site over time. 

Seen as the catalyst for regeneration across
East London, the Park has already had a huge
effect on employment. Committed to serving
the needs of local people, the LLDC is working
with local partner agencies to provide training
programmes to ‘meet the employment needs
on the Park throughout the phases of its

development; attract, retain and develop a
skilled and motivated workforce that is second
to none; make sure adults and young people
from the boroughs of Hackney, Newham,
Waltham Forest and Tower Hamlets receive
the skills training and support to access the
jobs and apprenticeships offered by the Park’. 

As well as driving economic growth, the LLDC
is also looking to use the Park to embrace and
build on Stratford’s rich and diverse cultural
heritage, by ‘enlivening our public spaces and
connecting with local communities’ and
nurturing ‘the next generation of creative minds’. 

As part of the Park’s transformation, the
Stadium is on course to become the national
centre for athletics in the UK and the permanent
home of West Han United Football Club from
August 2016, attracting hundreds of thousands
of visitors to the area on a regular basis.  
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W
hen Westfield Stratford City was planned it had the advantage that it could

be designed large, and with big ideas. The £1.45 billion project with 1.9

million sq ft is one of Europe’s largest urban shopping centres and attracts

around a million visitors a week to its 300 stores that run from A- Z, literally with coveted

brand names from Apple to Zara.

Significantly, its main thoroughfare was designed from the start as a ‘lifestyle

street.’ Modern mall design is an art, a mix of aesthetics that makes it feel a great place

to be and plenty of application of the psychology of selling. Such large-scale places

can be exhausting if taken in one go, so you will find separate quarters, each reflecting

a different character or ambiance, to make it more manageable. You will also find plenty

of places to stop and recharge, whilst still ‘living the lifestyle’ whether it is chic pavement

café ambiance or must- have cupcakes.

The north side of Westfield Stratford City is a three- storey quarter in a curving

space with big ambitions – it was designed to echo the proportion of Milan’s famous

Galleria of shops, and offers independent fashion, food and lifestyle boutiques. The

northern quarter also links the anchor stores of John Lewis and M&S. The south side of

the street is home to a mix of high-style brands as well as edgy urban brands, with the

streetscape dotted with contemporary art, water features, and cafés. The hub is a

magnificent central arcade of two levels of retail, dining hall and restaurants with

spectacular terrace views overlooking the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
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Westfield Stratford City is the place to relax.
Its 17–screen cinema is one of the largest all-new, all-digital
cinemas in Europe boasting breathtaking 4K digital projection
as well as SuperVue stepped seating, ensuring that Vue
Westfield Stratford City is leading the way in innovative
cinema technology. You will also find the UK’s largest casino
Aspers Casino, the UK's first super casino, open 24/7, with 70
gaming tables, 150 slot machines, 150 electronic gaming
terminals, as well as a 300 seat Poker Room. The 14-lane All
Star Lanes at Westfield Stratford City also happens to be All
Star Lanes’ largest luxury bowling venue yet, matched with a
modern American restaurant and cocktail bar.

Journey based on travel time from Canning  Town DLR to Stratford (Source:  Transport for London).
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FINE DINING

There are over 80
restaurants, cafes and
watering holes at
Westfield Stratford City.
Here you’ll find just a
small sample to try - then
enjoy exploring the rest. 

Westfield Stratford City’s unrivalled dining can be found in
several distinct quarters. The second floor features some of
the UK’s leading restaurants such as Wagamama, Las Iguanas
and Giraffe. The lower ground Food Court has names like
Harry Ramsden’s, Sticky Rice and Crêpeaffaire, while The
Great Eastern Market is a totally original and contemporary
take on the traditional food market.
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FINEST BARS

PizzaLuxe
De- luxe ingredients from small,
artisan suppliers create pizzas par
excellence. The Pollo pizza sums it up
– the toppings include black truffle,
double- cream and tapendade.

Cabana Brasilian Barbecue
Rio may be far away but you can find
a splash of South America at this
Brasilian barbecue restaurant which
takes its cue from the traditional
Brasilian churrascarias and street food.

Rhythm Kitchen
The Caribbean menu includes a
unique Jerk chicken and Jerk Pork
made from a secret recipe,
succulent BBQ ribs and lamb
curry. For some real soul food try
Ragga Stew or a Jerk Burger.

Jamie's Italian
Already a huge success in 13 
cities around the UK, Jamie’s offers
fantastic, rustic dishes, using
recipes that have been tried, tested
and loved in Italy.

Crêpeaffaire
Freshly tossed crêpes, sweet and
savoury, are made with organic flour
and natural ingredients. You can wash
them down with fairtrade organic
coffee, fresh smoothies, frappes,
shakes and all- natural ice cream.

Comptoir Libanais
A truly modern Lebanese canteen
offering a ‘kaleidoscope’ of mezze,
salads, tagines and wraps alongside
pastries, cakes, breads, freshly
blended lemonades and fruit teas.

Busaba Eathai
Overlooking the Olympic Stadium
and Aquatic centre, Busaba cooks
authentic Thai curries, noodles, salads
and stir- fries, They also hold Thai cook
classes on Sundays with Thai chefs
who’ll share their cooking secrets.

Chicago Rib Shack
All dishes use only the tender and
juicy back- rib, the crème de la
crème of BBQ ribs. All of the meat
is smoked on apple wood in ovens
specially imported from the US.
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Museums
London’s museums are as diverse as their
collections and themes. The impressive Natural
History Museum, Science Museum and Victoria
and Albert Museum are in London’s ‘museum
quarter’ of South Kensington, and with regularly
changing exhibitions as well as plenty of
interactive displays they offer an exciting way
of spending an afternoon or even a whole day
while just seeing a fraction of what they have to
offer. Over in Bloomsbury the grand building of
the British Museum has several floors where
you will find everything from ancient Mummies
and Egyptian treasures to new exciting finds.
www.nhm.ac.uk,
www.sciencemuseum.org.uk,
www.vam.ac.uk, www.britishmuseum.org

The Royal Parks
Hyde Park, St James’s Park and Green Park are
just some of the Royal Parks to enjoy riding a
bike, feeding the ducks, just basking in the sun,
or watching a major event at Hyde Park. The
Parks – which also include Regents’ Park,
Richmond Park, Greenwich Park, and
Kensington Gardens – are great places all year
round but really come alive in summer. You
might find Flying Trapeze classes in Regents
Park, the sounds of a military band on balmy
summer evenings, or a talk and stroll to
discover more about a park’s wildlife and
habitats from butterflies to flower meadows.
www.royalparks.org.uk

The Shard
A beacon for modern London, The Shard offers
visitors the opportunity to enjoy unparalleled
panoramas from the capital’s highest viewing
platform. As well as stunning views stretching
as far as 40 miles, this contemporary landmark
is also home to a number of fabulous
restaurants serving cuisine from every corner
of the globe, alongside cocktail bar, GONG, on
the 52nd floor and the luxurious guestrooms
and suites of the Shangri-La hotel. 
www.the-shard.com 

insid
o

Know the world’s
favourite city
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EDF Energy London Eye
A relatively new landmark, with its pod capsules
that slowly take in the skyline of the city on a 360
degree round trip, The London Eye has fast
become an icon on that skyline. You will find
unrivalled views of London, and state- of-the-art
features such as the bespoke cinematic additions
which boasts more 4D sensory effects than any
other attraction in the UK - expect to feel the
wind in your hair and snow falling at your feet –
and enjoy 3D aerial footage of London.
www.londoneye.com

ZSL London Zoo
With over 750 different species of animal at ZSL
London Zoo from Komodo Dragons and Big
Cats to reptiles, a day out at the zoo is always a
family favourite. The Meerkats from the Kalahari
desert have become firm celebrities, or enter
London’s only living rainforest where you can
come face to face with a variety of amazing
rainforest species including monkeys, sloth,
armadillo and tamandua. There is also a
stunning new Penguin Beach exhibit –
England’s biggest penguin pool.
www.zsl.org/zsl- london-zoo

Botanic Gardens Kew
London's 300 acre UNESCO World Heritage Site,
Kew is the place to explore glasshouses,
landscapes and 250 years of history at the world's
most famous garden. In spring the bluebells at
Kew Gardens carpet swathes of ground, while in
June, July and August the riot of colour in the
beddings is at a peak. Autumn sees rich golds
and reds across the Gardens, while Kew in winter
is a winter- wonderland. The Rhizotron and
Xstrata Treetop Walkway offers an 18- metre high,
200-metre walkway around the crowns of lime,
sweet chestnut and oak trees, with stunning vistas.
www.kew.org

de
ut LONDON’S ATTRACTIONS ARE LEGENDARY, DRAWING

MILLIONS OF VISITORS EACH YEAR. FROM ITS WEALTH OF

MUSEUMS TO ATTRACTIONS THAT MAKE THE MOST OF THE

GREAT OUTDOORS, TOGETHER THEY MAKE ONE OF THE

WORLD’S FAVOURITE CITIES EVEN MORE APPEALING.
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LONDON AMAZES
ALL YEAR ROUND,
BUT UNIQUE AND
SPECTACULAR ONE-
 OFF EVENTS ADD
EXTRA COLOUR TO
THE YEAR’S
PROCEEDINGS.
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The University Boat Race
The Boat Race is the annual rowing race and
battle of the blues between the Oxford University
Boat Club in dark blue and the Cambridge
University Boat Club in light blue. It is held either
in late March or early April. Rowed by competing
eights on the River Thames, it was first held in
1829 and with few exceptions has been held
annually since 1856. The course runs for just over
four miles of the river, from Putney to Mortlake.
www.theboatrace.org

The Notting Hill Carnival
London’s world- famous Notting Hill Carnival
takes place every year on the Sunday and
Monday of the August Bank Holiday. A Caribbean
street festival with floats, entertainment from steel
bands to reggae beats, and feather- boa costumes,
it is reputedly the world’s second- largest street
carnival second only to Rio de Janeiro in Brazil.
www.thenottinghillcarnival.com

Dragon Boat Race
This exciting annual event takes place against the
stunning backdrop of Canary Wharf, at the
Docklands Sailing and Watersports Centre.
Dragon boat racing has ancient Chinese origins
with a history that can be traced back more than
2,000 years when villages competed against each
other in the hope that a victory would ensure
good fortune. Nowadays this event is no less
colourful or spectacular – and is a regular fixture
in the much varied Docklands sporting calendar.
www.dragonboatfestivals.co.uk

The Wimbledon Championships
For two weeks at the end of June and beginning
of July, the eyes of the tennis world turn to London
as Wimbledon mania takes hold. Held at the All
England Club since 1877, it is the oldest tennis
tournament in the world and widely regarded as
the most prestigious. The only Major tennis
tournament that is still played on grass, it is
renowned for its strict dress codes for players
and the lack of corporate sponsorship around the
courts. Royalty and celebrities are regularly seen
among the spectators, who traditionally tuck into
strawberries and cream – a longstanding
tradition that sees around 112,000 punnets of
English strawberries served over the two weeks.
www.wimbledon.com

Chelsea Flower Show
Held for five days each May by the Royal
Horticultural Society in the grounds of the Royal
Hospital Chelsea in the Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea , the Flower Show is not
just an event on the horticultural calendar, it is
equally one on the social scene. Royalty always
graces it with a visit as do celebrities, to enjoy the
colours, scents, breathtaking gardens and the
pinnacle of garden design talent and creativity
who compete for a coveted Gold prize.
www.rhs.org.uk

The Lord Mayor’s Show
Pageantry meets a relaxed friendly atmosphere
in the oldest, longest, grandest and most popular
civic procession in the world. The Lord Mayor's
Show has continued over 800 years of London
history, survived the black death and the blitz
and arrived in the 21st century as one of the
world’s best- loved events of its kind. Thanks to
King John, every year in November the newly-
 elected Lord Mayor of London must leave the
City and travel to Westminster to swear loyalty to
the crown which he does accompanied by an
ancient, magnificent procession that has come to
be known as the Lord Mayor's Show. Today the
procession is over three and a half miles long and
fills the whole space between Bank and Aldwych
as it is cheered on its way by a crowd of around
half a million people.
www.lordmayorsshow.org

Winter ice- rinks
It is a long time since Londoners skated on the
frozen Thames, but from Broadgate Circle to
Somerset House the arrival of winter now sees the
capital’s ice- rinks. London has eight ice rinks -
at Hyde Park, the Natural History Museum,
Canary Wharf, Somerset House, Tower of London,
Kew Gardens, Greenwich and Hampton Court
Palace. What’s more with the first arrival in
November and the last closing in February, there
is plenty of skating time. You will often find stalls
selling mulled wine and hot chocolate on the
edge of the rinks, giving it all a Victorian
Christmas air. The rink at Canada Square Park in
the heart of Canary Wharf is perhaps the coolest,
with a new- look bar, brand new ice rink design,
and London's first skate path.
www.icerinkcanarywharf.co.uk

New Year Fireworks
Celebrate the end of one year and the start of the
next in spectacular style with the pyrotechnics,
bang and whistles of the Mayor’s free New Year’s
Eve firework display. The night sky becomes a
blaze of light and colour on the Thames’ South
Bank. Hundreds of thousands of people gather on
the banks of the Thames to watch the event, as
rockets flare from several of the capital's riverside
landmarks which are lit up in a display which can
feature around 12,500 fireworks.
www.london.gov.uk

London may be a city of the
21st Century with a culture of
future thinking when it comes

to fashion, food and the arts,
however the capital loves its

traditions too. With established
annual events that draw

thousands to enjoy them, it’s
what London does best. We’ve
chosen some of the favourites

on the calendar.
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each year. The Canary Wharf Group runs over
100 performing arts events each year, and
there are major spectacular events like the
world’s biggest free motoring event to see  the
latest creations of leading motor manufacturers
from Mercedes, Jaguar, Lexus and more.

Summer sees Canary Wharf’s large
screens come to life in Canada Square Park
with sporting events from Wimbledon to Golf
Opens, Grand Prix and the Proms. You can
enjoy a night at the opera with performances
screened live from the Royal Opera House, or
enjoy open- air concerts right in Canada
Square Park as diverse as ‘Hot Havana Nights
Latin and Cuban rhythms’ to momentous
performances from the Royal Philharmonic
Concert Orchestra. 

Stylish shopping meets
exciting dining
Considered the ultimate one-stop shop for
work, rest and play, Canary Wharf offers over
240 shops, bars and restaurants. Here
discerning shoppers can find some of the most
eminent designer brands including Charles
Tyrwhitt, Jo Malone, Hugo Boss, Church's
English Shoes, Tiffany & Co, Austin Reed, Bang
& Olufsen, Aquascutum, Montblanc, Thomas
Pink and The White Company. For everyday
shopping the extensive Waitrose Food & Home
combines the best of a flagship Waitrose branch
and a John Lewis department store.

Canary Wharf means business
It is a success story whose scale was remarkable
even for the 1980s. A massive transformation of
derelict docklands into over 15 million square
feet of awe- inspiring towers and a new, exciting
business district with over 35 buildings,
shopping malls with over 200 shops, restaurants,
cafes and bars, a workforce of some 95,000
people, and 806,000 square feet of retail. Home
to some of the capital’s tallest buildings it is a
place confident in its own success and identity.

Many of the big banking, legal,
accountancy and corporate firms are now
located in the heart of Canary Wharf, while
Shell is expected to join them shortly.  It also
happens to be the world’s fastest growing
financial district. The Canary Wharf Group and
venture partners have planning permission to
almost double the working population of
Canary Wharf over the next two decades.

Playing to win
Canary Wharf is home to the sort of sports
facilities you might expect to see from those
winning in the corporate arena. The Reebok
Sports Club in Canada Square, Canary
Riverside Virgin Active, and the LA fitness West
India Quay offer a raft of superbly equipped
gyms and packed class timetables, premium
swimming pools, training for triathlons and
tennis courts, Puma High Intensity Interval
workouts and places to just unwind in their spas
and bars. Meanwhile the Canary Wharf Squash
Classic held annually is an international squash
tournament for male professional players, held
at the East Wintergarden, while the Golf Lab
Centre in Canary Wharf offers PGA Golf Lab
certified coaches and a full Technical Analysis
of your game, or head to City Bunker with its
indoor Golf Simulators to play on over 50
courses - and a cocktail bar.

Canary Wharf may be fast- paced but it
does relax and unwind on some 20 acres of
landscaped open space that hosts 180 events
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A taste
of Canary Wharf
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The place to socialise and network, Canary Wharf offers a comprehensive and
exciting selection of venues in which to wine and dine. From characterful
waterside pubs to quiet imaginative restaurants, art deco-inspired oyster bars

and fine cordon bleu dining, the area offers a wide spectrum of restaurants from the
truly traditional to the imaginatively eclectic - and everything in between.

The Cat and Canary
Located on the water’s edge
overlooking historic dockside
cranes, this is a traditional
British pub at the heart of a
modern metropolis; the perfect
combination of old and new.

25-28 Fisherman's Walk
E14 4DH
0207 512 9187

Ibérica La Terraza
In a leafy corner of Cabot
Square you can experience
the atmosphere of Madrid's
famous terrace culture. Open
from breakfast through to
evening with a selection of
authentic hot and cold tapas.

12 Cabot Square, E14 4QQ
020 7636 8650

Corney & Barrow
A stunning waterfront bar
that’s famous for its
summertime barbecue parties
and known for its friendly and
knowledgeable staff who’ll
welcome you with a corkscrew
or a cocktail shaker!

9 Cabot Square, E14 4EB
020 7512 0397

Gaucho
With a superb riverside
location and large summer
terrace, Gaucho offers cool,
continental sophistication with
a South American twist – and
the finest beef and wines that
Argentina has to offer.

29 Westferry Circus, E14 8RR
020 7987 9494

Davy’s Bar, Brasserie
and Grill
A waterfront wine bar with a
funky vibe. Great seasonal
food and a fine selection of
wines and cocktails, plus a
private dining room.

31-35 Fisherman's Walk
E14 4DH
020 7363 6633

Itsu
Dedicated to healthy and
delicious food, Itsu favourites
include light Asian soups, fresh
sushi, crunchy vegetables, hot
& nutritious brown rice &
noodles and their famous ‘no
carb’ bento boxes.

Cabot Place, E14 4QT
020 7519 1713

Le Relais de Venise
L’Entrecôte
A Parisian restaurant with no
menu and no reservations.
Diners enjoy a green salad
starter followed by the
signature steak-frites, with an
accompanying secret sauce...

18-20 Mackenzie Walk
E14 4PH
020 3475 3331

Amerigo Vespucci
A quiet restaurant that offers 
a good selection of traditional
and modern Italian cuisine
with an impressive list of fine
wines, all served in a fresh
and airy setting.

25 Cabot Square, E14 4QA
020 7513 0288

Boisdale of 
Canary Wharf
A stunning two-floor venue
comprising a restaurant, four
private dining rooms, an
Oyster Bar & Grill, a whisky
bar – and superb live music.

Cabot Place, E14 4QT
020 7715 5818

Manhattan Grill
Enjoy succulent beef from the
Great American plains in a
modern steakhouse
ambience overlooking the
Canary Wharf quayside.

London Marriott West India
Quay Hotel, 22 Hertsmere Rd,
E14 4ED. 020 7517 2808
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Aberfeldy Village is located in a part of East
London that has seen its connectivity
increase to become one of the best-
connected places in the capital – from
the employment hubs of the City and
Canary Wharf, but well beyond.

CONNECTED
seriously

CANNING



Easy come,
easy go!

Travel times represent the quickest journeys via public transport
from Canning Town Station. Source: Transport for London.
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O2 Arena
2 mins

Canary Wharf
4 mins

Westfield
5 mins

London Eye
14 mins

The City
15 mins

Bond Street
20 mins

Knightsbridge
27 mins

G TOWN



It may have its iconic landmarks and unrivalled
cultural offering, but London’s education
institutions are also one of the biggest draws to

the capital. Its world-class universities, higher
education colleges, academies and specialist schools
from Business to Medicine and Music are respected
across the globe.

Many of London’s universities are part of the
prestigious Russell Group, the premier league of UK
universities which are committed to maintaining the
best research as well as providing an outstanding
teaching and learning experience.

The University of London itself is unlike many other
universities, consisting of 18 self-governing Colleges
and smaller specialist research Institutes. The
Colleges set their own entrance criteria for their
courses, and some have their own degree awarding

powers. All students from all the Colleges and
Institutes are also part of University of London’s
community of over 120,000 students which includes
prestigious institutions known on the international
stage such as King's College London; the London
Business School; the London School of Economics 
and Political Science; the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine; University College London; the
Royal Central School of Speech and Drama; Courtauld
Institute of Art; Goldsmiths, University of London,
Institute of Education, Queen Mary’s; the Royal
Academy of Music; and the Royal Veterinary College.

The University of London sits alongside many more
high-ranking universities. Here are just nine universities
and schools, both University of London and others;
from long-established institutions to newer arrivals
and outposts of respected regional universities.

A university 

city
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London graduates with honours



Queen Mary
With campuses in the East of London, Queen Mary, University of
London is one of the UK's leading research- focused higher
education institutions. With around 16,900 students, it is one of the
largest of the University of London colleges, and offers over 240
degree programmes across a wide range of subjects in the
humanities, social sciences, law, medicine and dentistry, and
science and engineering.

University College London
In the heart of historic Bloomsbury, UCL has an international
appeal to students from 150 countries. It also has strong research
links with around 300 overseas universities. UCL can also boast
the best academic to student ratio in the UK at 1:10 – a contributor
to its high popularity and success rates.

London School of Economics
Founded in the 19th Century, the LSE alumni list encompasses
some of the most outstanding contributors in their field, from
politics and law to economics and social sciences. Today it is still
often the first port of call for bodies such as the BBC for expert
comment on major issues, and its reputation makes it a major
draw for international applicants.

The Sir John Cass Business School
The Business School, part of City University London, is
consistently ranked amongst the best business schools and
programmes in the world. In the competitive league of global elite
business schools it has gained accreditation from the Association
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business, the Association of
MBAs, and the European Quality Improvement System.

City University London
Based in the City, CUL has established its reputation through the
quality of its courses designed to focus on the business world and
the professions. It attracts students from over 160 countries, while
its graduates rank highly for graduate starting salaries. 

The Royal College of Music
One of London’s specialist musical education colleges, the Royal
College of Music in Kensington/Knightsbridge and ranks as one
of the highest of its kind, from the calibre of its performance
space to its teaching.

University of East London
Stratford is the UEL’s historic home, with a second, ultra- modern
campus in Docklands, and £170 million invested in the campuses
in recent years. With over 28,000 students from over 120 countries
world- wide, there are over 250 full- time and part- time
programmes of study. The university has established strong links
with local and national businesses, while 78% of its research is
rated as ‘internationally recognised.’

King’s College London
With its main campus in the heart of London’s Strand and
Aldwych area, King's College London was founded in 1828-9 and
today is one of the world's leading research and teaching
universities. In addition to its undergraduate and post-graduate
courses it also has a prestigious Medical School. King's has
students from over 140 countries.

Birkbeck College
Birkbeck is a world- class research and teaching institution, a
vibrant centre of academic excellence and London's only
specialist provider of evening higher education. As a result, its
students are able to work during the day, providing the flexibility
to earn and study for courses that range from law and business to
science. Recognised as a 'global elite' university, it attracts
students from 120 countries.

y
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There are many developers that build houses and apartments. At Prime Place,
we are not like ‘the many’, we believe in building something beyond bricks
and mortar. We believe that every home we create will be a ‘prime place’ to

live. Nothing less is good enough.

We want to set the standard for the UK property market and to take our place as one
of the UK’s leading property developers. Upholding the most exacting standards in
terms of build and design, superb customer service and attention-to-detail, our aim

is to be a symbol of reassurance and confidence for buyers. 

Focused on creating great places to live across London and the South of England,
our approach is never one-size-fits-all. Our developments are specifically designed
to be in tune with the needs and aspirations of our buyers and the varying reasons

that they consider a home to be a ‘prime place’ to live.

Part of Willmott Dixon, one of the best known and longest established construction
and property brands in the UK, we can offer the reassurance of over 160 years of

property expertise. A family owned business with a turnover exceeding £1 billion,
Willmott Dixon combines the strength of being one of the UK’s largest privately

owned construction, housing and support services companies with an unwavering
belief in more the traditional values of loyalty, trust, honesty and openness.

www.primeplace.co.uk



www.av-e14.co.uk

Beyond your expectations

Please note:
Computer generated images have been used as an indicative guide. Final materials and finish may differ from those shown. The developer operates a policy of continuous product development and

reserves the right to alter any part of the development specification at any time. Where brands are specified the developer reserves the right to replace the brand with another of equal quality or better.

Sole selling agents


